
for t~e ben~fit of m~kind -- and that these same teachers will 
work ~n solitu~e d~ring another half day each week, working out 
prac~ical ap~licatio~s of .the creative ideas stimulated during 
the interaction sessions -- for their own students in their own 
classes! 

I have a dream -- of a day when English teachers will help 
their studetns inquire into the use and misuse of language in 
human affairs -- instead of teaching grammar as such -- of a day 
wh;.;n English teachers will use literature to help each student 
inquire into the problems that concern him at the moment -- in
stead of teaching the novel, the short story, poetry, etc. -- of 
a day when all teachers will have their students use writing 
every_day to ~evelop their learning and thinking powers, instead 
of writing boring compositions for bored English teachers to 
correct and return. 

I have a dream -- of a day when the teacher will spend his 
time outside the "School day" being a part of his total world, 
his community, his state, his nation, his world -- for only then 
will he be aware of the drama and suspense, of the tragedy and 
conflict, of the eloquent prose and poetry all about him; only 
then will he be able to make his classroom relevant for his 
students and himself! 

Then the English class will become the most exciting, the 
most stimulating, the most popular class in the school -- it will 
become a class where students will be inquiring into use and 
misuse of language in human affairs, in their own lives and in 
the 1i ves of others, through first-hand experiences, and vicar
iously through today's literature as well as that of the past. 
Y~s, I h~ve a dream -- of a day when the creative act of learning 
will dominate most of the student's school experiences -- when 
the joy of the creative act will make the school day the most 
exciting part of the student's life. 

I have a dream -- given the money, the manpower and the coop
eration of local school administrators -- of a day when we can 
bring the most stimulating, and most creative and innovative 
practices and happenings from all over the world to all English 
teachers in their own schools, via TV, to further stimulate and 
provoke their creative powers during their half day of inter
action time. 

Yes, I have a dream -- of a day when school administrators 
are more concerned about the humanity inside their schools than 
with bricks and mortar holding the buildings together -- when 
English teachers are more concerned about the humanity inside 
their classrooms than with the humanities inside their textbooks. 

These dream$ are based upon the following premises: 

1. Today's world is a challenge to man's creative potential; 
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2. 

his very survival may demand the fullest development ~nd 
utilization of that potential. 

Man's greatest self-fulfillment results from the fulles·t 
development and utilization of his creative potential. 

3. The fullest development and utilization of man's creative 
potential requires three conditions. 
a. An ample opportunity to interact with his world. 

, b. An ample opportunity to interact with his fellow work-
I ers. 

c. An ample opportunity for solitude in order to cogitate 
over his outside stimulations and to determine their 
applications to his own situations. 

4. The State Department must help provide such opportunities 
for school administrators so they can provide such oppor-

1 
tunities for their teachers, so they can provide such 
opportunities for their students. 

{,believe these dreams are realistic. In fact, a sta:t has been 
; ade toward their realization. The English teachers rn the Junior 
~igh School ~t Ely have been working together from 1 _:00 to ~: 00 
I .m. every Friday since January. At Benson, the entire Jun1or-

l
~enior High School En¥lish staff ha~e been spending ~ach Wednesday 
working together since April 3 -- with plans to continue through-
i out the coming year. Such changes require money, manpower, and 
· cooperation of local school administrators. But a start has_ been 

I
•''· Our ins,rvice program last fall was for the purpose of 
developing leade_rship at the local leve 1. 

Let us not be afaid to dream nor afraid to work to make our 
!dreams come true. For without dreams, there may be no tomorrow 
(worth 1i ving in. 

11. FOUR REPORTS dN THE PROJECT BY 
DIRECTORS AND PARTICIPANTS 

REPORT ONE 
I By HAROLD FITTERER 

Professor of English at Mankato State, and director of the Project at Robbinsdale 

i If one totals the number of NDEA institutes in English, the 
¥Project English programs, NCTE Workshops, and local, state, and 
~regional workshops, the numerous efforts to focus on the problems 
1of teaching language arts become apparent. 

i Of recent and particular interest to teachers of language arts 1
1is the program carried out during 1967-68 under the auspices of 
the Minnesota State Department of Education's Administrative funds 
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under Title III, NDEA. I say of particular interest becau to put themsel_v_e: through the kind of program which they believed 
f f h . se the b f 1 f h b f h ormat o t is program demonstrates a considerable variance ·f . uld be ene icia or t e mem ers o t ei r particular workshops. 
most of the projects recently carried out Precisely the M'rom ,.11°3rged with _the :es_ponsi_bility_ of defining their discipline, the 

t S D . • . . ' inne, d d d f so a tate epartment 's Pro3ect focused on bringing together ta.I group was i vi e into i ve smaller groups. Occasionally, 
t 7acherhs. fhrom across the state to determine the kinds of di rec- ·~~r pu~ose: of analysis and cri t~cism, and to make it ea.sier to 
tions w ic language arts teaching should take in the seconda give directions about the state-wide program, the individual 
school, in view of the students of this and following decades:- ,,roups came together as a whole. During that week, the groups 

·;ttacked the f?l lowing problems in sequence: Under what phi los-
The project was conceived in the belief that if teacher ophY of education_ should we be teachi_ng? What does that phi-

Langu A t - h ' s of f d d d f d age r s are given t e opportunity to come together to t lk 1050phy o e ucation eman rom epartments of English and 
about their discipline and its problems then those same te ha Language arts? How can the divisions of the discipline best 
th h . . . , ac er~ roug perceptive discussion and analysis of their discipl· begin to satisfy those demands? How do the various areas of 
can t 1 • b h • ine' d • 1 - concep ua ize a out t e various areas which they teach d literature, mass me i.a, anguage, and composition serve to satis-
thus better perform their tasks. 'an fy those demands? 

' 
This is_precisely what the Minnesota project attempted to d In the approach to the problems of the discipline, all groups 

~y late Spring of 1967, 25 teachers had been selected, represen~~ l1decide~ to abandon textbooks and publications, and attempt to 
1ng, roughly, 25 geographic locations throughout the state. determine primary concepts, first about the total discipline, 
These te~chers were chosen geographically so that they could, then about the various divisions. Typical of the conceptions 
later, direct is centers for conceptualizing about the language pbout the discipline were statements like the following: "The 
arts. The teachers chosen for the directing group were all !need for effective communication among people and peoples may be 
previous ~art~cipants in one or more NDEA institutes. By using ;the_m?st cxitical need of contemporary ~uman beings"; or "Wise 
th 7 ND~A instit~tes for a selective basis, most of the selection !decisions mu:t be and can only be ma~e with an understanding of 
cnten~ for this new group could be bypassed. After meeting for 1the past actions of man as ~h?se actions can ser~e. as a sounding 
a week in_August, these teachers were commissioned to direct the !board for contemporary cognitives, as those decisions of the 
programs in their re spec ti ve geographic areas for an additional , contemporary moment must be projected for future implications," 
25 teachers. Theoretically, then, 625-650 language arts teachers and so on· 
were involved in the program. (As it was, about 450 teachers r . 
completed the program.) . _T~rning the general con~e~ts of_the discipline to the various 

d1visions--language, composition, literature, mass media, and so 
The major portion of the program personnel made up what I ,on--the groups attempted to determine major statements about the 

cho?se to_c~ll the participants. These teachers were chosen by (divisions which (1) would seem to be true, and (2) would be con
their administrators as showing particular skill and interest in ,ceivable in the minds of students in the classroom. What this 
the professional development of their fields. Where possible really meant was a turning of attention to the "why" of language 
one teacher per school system was selected, although in the ' ,arts instead of to t~e "what." '!hat is to say, of primary con-
larger schools, such restrictions did not seem plausible and were I cern wa: wh7ther an. idea about 11 te:ature, for example, was 
not followed. • (worthwhile in the first place. If it was, then the attention 

could t,urn to "what" in literature might best be used to develop 
The_ design of the program, then, was simple: 2S teachers ~~d confirm the idea. The same procedure was used with all 

would meet for one week to determine how they could best conduct (divisions of the discipline. The attention at all times focused 
in-service workshops for the teachers of their own geographic (on statements which could be formulated, which students could be 
area. The workshop centers would develop their programs through \directed to formulate fo: themselves. _The same procedure was 
ten weekly three-hour sessions in the Fall of 1967. (Depending I followed by the geographic centers during the ten-week program. 
upon one's particular orientation--and I suspect experience--with ) . 
teachers of Language Arts, the thought of 625 English teachers 1 _Reviewed, then, one might summarize the intentions of the 
meeting simult~neously over a period of ten weeks in a single ~pro3ect ~s an attempt to_reconcept~alize the ~iscipline ~n terms 
state can be viewed as thrilling or appalling.) ~of todays stude.nts--adding, deleting, expanding the various 

aspects of the several divisions insofar as those divisions could 
In August, the 25 directing teachers met at be oriented to the conceptualizations. (Dcubtless, this focus of 

a State Camp in 1 • k h" 
central Minnesota under the directi·on of O G ld K' "d ,attention rans ighest among the memories of the participants 

r. era rnca1 d 'bl h' h h 'bl h' Minnesota State Language Arts Consultant, author of the ' m possi Y ig est among t e possi e ac ievements of the 
for NDEA, Title III funds. Working for five days, they ~~~!!;ed 'project.) 
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Several distin 7t~ons should be made between the director 
group a~d the_participant groups, so that a fuller evaluation 

0 
the proJ 7ct, its advantages and shortcomings, might possibly.be£ 
made: First, those of us in the director group were togethe 
continuously, for the entire time. Our attention was not dir?d 
between classroom d1;1ties and responsibility to the project. v~:d 
facto:, ~lone, permitted a focal attention which was impossibl t 
to gain ~n the ~articipating groups. Also, our meetings were e 
held during a time of the year when we were not committed t 
other duties. Finally, the directors' conference had a un·

0
f ~ny 

and d' t· 1 ff h" i ying irec iona e ect ~ 1ch is impossible to overlook: we had 
to prepare_a program which could be implemented in our own work
s~ops. This latter_factor, I believe, forced a positive direc
tion on our w~rk which wa~ motivating in a different way from 
any such possible factor in the individual workshops. 

The separate workshops, on the other hand harbored quite 
opp?site co~ditions. ~ose teac~ers met for ~nly three hours at 
a time, during ~he ro1;1t~ne of.daily teaching, without any time 
release for their activity. Fatigue itself had to be an und • 
able probl I dd' • ' ' en1-em. n a ition, many sessions just began to "move" 
~he~ the clock called attention to the duties which contracts 
insisted came before the work of the project. Titis situation 
meant that manr ~ours ~ere lost in reestablishing progression 
levels, a_condition which the directors' group was able to tran
scend. Finally, the members who came to the workshop meetings 
were not committed to any kind of required "product" and there
fore a ~ense o~ urgency was lacking. This reality resulted in 
the entire proJect representing an introductory process without 
the same kind o~ "finishing" experienced by the directors' group. 
Nonetheless, this lack of urgency probably permitted a more 
relaxed and--who really knows?--perhaps a more perceptive devel
opment of some of the concepts. 

Several conclusions are justified I believe from the 
experiment. ' 

(1) Teachers of language arts are interested in reassessing 
their discipline. 

(2) Teachers from different schools and geographic areas can 
com7 together and work out mutual problems. (This, 
obv1ouslr, has been proved through college summer programs 
and Institutes.) 

(3) Disparateness of personnel can enhance curriculum work 
and development. 

(4) Experienced teachers are, naturally, more able to perceive 
and assess the relevance of their discipline when ade
quate time is provided for this activity. 

(5) The Language Arts discipline(s) might do well to restruc-
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ture content and method in view of conceptualizations 
about the nature of a late-20th-century world. 

(6) Traditional views continue to dominate curriculum change, 
despite partially-admitted needs to change. 

(7) Teachers who are willing to devote their time to curri cu-
l um work want specific and continuous direction, a quality 
which the directors' group tried, purposely, to avoid so 
as to reduce dominance tendencies. 

' 

A questionnaire was completed by each participant at the close 
e>f the final session. The results are generalized as follows: 

(1) Most participants had attempted something new· ir. their 
classrooms as a result of the program. 

(2) Most participants were attempting to make their subject 
more relevant to the students. 

(3) Most participants considered the project of more value to 
them as teachers than any college course they had ever 
taken. 

It would, of course, be easy to conclude that the Project 
was the "cause" of the first two. If it was, then, one might 
conclude that such results, in th ems elves, justify such a pro
ject. As one of the directors of this project, as a participant 
in NDEA Institutes, and as a member of many professional work
shops, this author insists that such results are not unique to 
the particular project. Rather, one should probably conclude 
that this and any effort to moti vat.e teachers for more effective 
teaching is worthwhile because it invariably contributes to their 
effectiveness. 

The third result is a puzzling one at first, especially within 
the context where the answer was solicited and in view of some 
of the, conclusions which one might, wrongly it seems, draw from 
the result. One should keep in mind that (1) the question, pre-

1 sented to only those who had completed the project (several 
( teachers had dropped out), might have drawn a particular reaction 

which was partially imbedded in a desire to please the directors 
i of the various centers. (2) Too, there is no way of assessing 
j the degree to which the answer was a reinforcement device for 

personal persistence. These disclaimers, of course, are only 

! 
fringe possibilities. 

The most significant assessment of the relation of the answer 
to the project must consider the individuals who answered. All 

( were seasoned teachers, frequently far removed from college 
classes which are, by nature, less directed to the problems dealt 
with by the project. Furthermore, few college classes can afford 
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the luxury of indefinite, loosely structured probing of a sub· 
f • Id l"' Ject ie_ , un -ss all of the class members have the experience and r• 
"intuitive" understanding of that field, yielded by years of tr; 

d d f 
. . . . 4a1 a~ error, successes an ailures, satisfactions and dissatisfac-

tions. Pointedly, the two situations are not similar enough for 
any valid conclusions to be drawn. 

A reasonable attempt to assess the sucess of the Minnesota 
Project should be directed at recognizing that: (1) Teachers in 
Minnesota are concerned with reassessing the task of language arts• 
(2) Teachers of language arts are willing to join forces for ' 
reassessment and redirection; and (3) The project should be seen I 
as only a beginning of a long and tedious task. 

The Minnesota Project should not be evaluated on the basis of 
a comparison with the task of colleges to provide preliminary 
course work. Neither should it be considered a panacea for 
solvi~g ~he problems in the field. Hopefully, it may have made 
a begimung--a very worthwhile beginning--toward awakening tea
chers and administrators to the need to work more intensely 
toward solving the problems in the local areas. Hopefully, too 
the project may have made its contribution--along with teachers' 
who have participated in all the other efforts to improve lan
guage arts--toward developing more leaders and strengthened 
lines under and along which the problems might become more 
solvable. 

REPORT TWO 
By MARY K. BISSELL 

Bemidji State College, 

Project director at Bemidji 

l 

I 

l 
l 
f 

I 
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When we arrived at the project planning center in late August ~ 
we were convinced that in one week we were going to clarify and 
solve some of the problems we, as English teachers, faced in our ) 
classrooms. Our first hang-up was deciding where to .begin. With j 
composition? But that included related areas such as ·grammar. 
With curriculum? But that led to justification of our choice of 
teaching units. And somewhere in the questioning of why one / 
teaches what one does, someone asked, "Why teach English at all?" 
The reply was another question, even more basic, "Why educate?" I 

Those questions, deceivingly simple, provided a place to / 
begin. Writingingroups of five, we listed all the anwers suggested.i 
Some answers were full of educational jargon; some answers were ~ 
the old standards. Each participant vociferously defended his • 
favorite. The result was the following set of statements: 
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1. Education is essential to human survival. 
2. Communication is primary to human survival. 
3_ English is the study of the processes of communication 
4. All communication depends on a system of symbols. 
5. Symbols are arbitrary signs. 
6. Arbitrariness of symbols can lead to variability of meaning. 
7. Communication depends upon the mutual agreement of sender 

and receiver between symbol and referent. 
s. The process of learning is more important than learning 

facts. 
9. Students learn best when they are actively involved in 

the learning process. 
IO. Success in learning stimulates learning. 
11. Learning is a creative process. 
12. Immedi'acy and relevancy are essential to learning. 
13. To teach is to stimulate the student to demand information 

for his survival. 

By the time we had formulated the above statements, half of 
our week had passed. During our shouting, arguing, and compro
mising, we-had thoroughly convinced each other of those thirteen 
statements. Our very involvement had changed our minds. 

The next consideration was how to spread our enthusiasm to 
other English teachers. How could we structure our discoveries 
to pass on to them a similar experience? We each agreed to meet 
for ten two and one-half hour sessions with·•selected teachers 
from our area. With time running out, we frantically tried to 
decide what we wanted to accomplish and how we could best accom
plish it. Above all, the classes would have to actively involve 
the teacher-participants. 

In December, having held our allotted ten meetings, the 
twenty-five of us got together to evaluate the classes we had 
organized throughout the state. We also met to consider our 
future needs. 

Although our success varied from class to class, most of us 
felt that the participants had at least developed an awareness of 
the concepts we had articulated. All the classes used the same 
evaluation form at the end of the ten weeks. Seventy-five per 
cent of the participants considered this program of more value to 
them as teachers than any previous experience. Ninety-eight per 
cent indicated that this program affected the content and methods 
being used in their own classroom. 

There were other worthwhile results. For some participants, 
the meetings provided the impetus to try new student-centered 
activities in the classroom. For many, the class provided a 
chance to share with eager listeners some of the creative activ
ities they had tried. The week between meetings gave partici
pants a chance to experiment with their ideas. The success of 
these classroom tests confirmed what we were doing at our weekly 
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